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Introduction: Bodily self-disturbances in schizophrenia are highly prominent and prevalent from the prodromal to 
chronic stage of schizophrenia but overlooked in the current DSM diagnostic system. With new methodological 
advances, it is now possible to empirically investigate the etiology and nature of self-disorders. Such efforts could 
lead to more effective treatments. However, cultural factors underlying bodily self-disturbances have not yet been 
examined systematically. Given the impact of culture on defining self-experiences, it is important to test whether 
bodily self-disturbances of schizophrenia are consistent across different cultures. To further elucidate the nature of 
self-disturbances, we compared empirical indices of self-disturbances in South Korea and the USA. 
 
Methods: We investigated components of bodily self-disturbances in individuals with schizophrenia (SZ) and 
matched controls (CO) from South Korea and the USA in two experiments. A novel picture-based disturbance 
inventory (B-BODI; Benson et al., 2019) was administered to capture and assess the frequency, distress, and 
vividness of dissociative experiences. A computerized mapping task of emotion (emBODY; Nummenmaa et al., 
2014) was used to generate visuospatial maps of bodily sensations that accompany 16 different emotion 
experiences. From all participants, we also collected data on positive/negative affect, and loneliness. We also 
assessed symptom severity in SZ and schizotypy in CO. 
 
Results: Regardless of culture, SZ endorsed a greater number of bodily self-disturbances with increased frequency 
than CO. American participants, in general, reported increased distress and vividness compared with Korean 
participants. However, country-by-group interactions were not significant. Bodily self-disturbances were 
significantly associated with the severity of symptoms in schizophrenia and schizotypy in CO. In emotion mapping 
task, Korean SZ showed relatively weaker bodily sensations on high-arousal emotions such as anger and disgust. 
Moreover, bodily sensations of Korean SZ were starkly diminished or near absent for low-arousal emotions such as 
sadness, depression, loneliness, and lethargy compared to Korean CO. Interesting cultural difference emerged in 
the embodiment of disgust, shame and sadness; bodily maps of these emotions were similar for SZ and CO in 
Korea but in the U.S., SZ and CO participants showed stark differences. 
  
Discussion: Bodily self-disturbances were universally salient in SZ but there were potential culture-specific findings 
in bodily self-experiences that need to be further verified for future research. 
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